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Magnetometers are a key component of heliophysics research providing

valuable insight into the dynamics of electromagnetic field regimes and their

coupling throughout the solar system. On satellites, magnetometers provide

detailed observations of the extension of the solar magnetic field into

interplanetary space and of planetary environments. At Earth,

magnetometers are deployed on the ground in extensive arrays spanning

the polar cap, auroral and sub-auroral zone, mid- and low-latitudes and

equatorial electrojet with nearly global coverage in azimuth (longitude or

magnetic local time—MLT). These multipoint observations are used to

diagnose both ionospheric and magnetospheric processes as well as the

coupling between the solar wind and these two regimes at a fraction of the

cost of in-situ instruments. Despite their utility in research, ground-based

magnetometer data can be difficult to use due to a variety of file formats,

multiple points of access for the data, and limited software. In this short article

we review the Open-Source Python library GMAG which provides rapid access

to ground-based magnetometer data from a number of arrays in a Pandas

DataFrame, a common data format used throughout scientific research.
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1 Introduction

Ground-based magnetometers have been used to study Earth’s

geomagnetic environment for over a century (e.g., Birkeland 1908). In

initially controversial but ground-breaking work Birkeland (1908)

postulated that perturbations of the Earth’s magnetic field, observed

by ground-basedmagnetometers, were driven by ionospheric currents

connected to a system of currents flowing along Earth’s magnetic field

lines into and out of the polar ionosphere. It wasn’t until the launch of

spacecraft with onboardmagnetometers in the 1960’s and 1970’s (e.g.,

Zmuda et al., 1966; Zmuda et al., 1967, and Iijima and Potemra 1976,

Iijima and Potemra 1978) that Birkeland’s theory of field aligned

currents was proven correct, paving the way for the study of

heliophysics and studies solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere

coupling. Today, the ionospheric current systems studied by

Birkland are known as the auroral electrojets and the field aligned

current systems he first postulated are now termedBirkeland currents.

Following Birkeland’s seminal work, ground-based

magnetometers have become a fundamental tool in

magnetospheric and ionospheric research providing the ability to

study the spatio and temporal dynamics of Earth’s geomagnetic field

driven by the coupling of the solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere

systems. For example, Heppner (1954) demonstrated that the

brightening of auroral arcs was strongly associated with

perturbations of the Earth’s nightside magnetic field, highlighting

a link between the aurora and the auroral electrojets during what is

now known as the auroral substorm (Akasofu, 1964). Coordinated

research utilizing multiple ground-based magnetometers expanded

on these studies and allowed researchers to probe the spatial-

temporal dynamics of processes coupling the magnetosphere and

ionosphere. These studies have allowed researchers to determine the

strength and location of the auroral electrojets (e.g., Rostoker and

Phan, 1986), investigate the evolution of auroral substorms (e.g.,

McPherron, 1970), and define global magnetic indices to classify

geomagnetic activity and which can be used as input to research and

forecasting models (e.g., Kp, Dst, auroral electrojet indices; see Davis

and Sugiura 1966; Iyemori 1990; Love and Remick, 2007, Kauristie,

2017, Yamazaki et al., 2022).

In the late 1970’s and early 1980’s the community began

developing extended arrays and networks of ground-based

magnetometers in response to International Solar-Terrestrial

Physics Science (ISTP) (Jones 1986, see also Rostoker et al., 1995).

Today, several magnetometer arrays exist spanning the polar cap,

through the auroral oval, down to the equatorial electrojet and across

the globe in longitude providing nearly continuous observations for as

long as three solar cycles (e.g., Mann et al., 2008; Russell et al., 2008;

Tanskanen 2009; Chulliat et al., 2017). These arrays allow researchers

to conduct detailed studies of the spatial-temporal dynamics of the

solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere system on global scales. This

includes, for example: statistical (e.g.Mathie andMann, 2000;Murphy

et al., 2011) and event based studies of Ultra-low Frequency waves

(e.g., Rae et al., 2019) which can be used in radiation belt modeling

(e.g., Mann et al., 2016; Ozeke et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2018); studies of

the spatial distribution and expansion of waves (e.g. Milling et al.,

2008;Murphy et al., 2009), field aligned currents (e.g., Pulkkinen et al.,

2003; Weygand et al., 2011), the substorm current wedge (e.g., Lester

et al., 1983; Cramoysan et al., 1995), and geomagnetically induced

currents (e.g., Pulkinen et al., 2005; Pulkinen et al., 2017; Smith et al.,

2022); analysis of field line resonances (e.g., Mann et al., 2002; Rae

et al., 2005); remote sensing of in-situ plasma properties (e.g., e.g.,

Mann et al., 2002; Rae et al., 2005); and magnetoseismology of

ionospheric disturbances (e.g., Waters et al., 1996; Chi and Russell,

2005; Chi et al., 2013; Kale et al., 2009). For more examples see Mann

et al. (2008), Russell et al. (2008), Menk and Waters (2013),

Engebretson and Zesta (2017), and Murphy et al. (2022a)). Despite

their utility in magnetospheric and ionospheric physics, the data from

ground-based magnetometers can be difficult to use due to limited

software, multiple file formats (e.g., text and CDF), varying sources

andmethods for obtaining the data, and varying temporal resolutions.

Recent community efforts to develop Open-Source software

packages for scientists, including AstroPy (Robitaille et al., 2013;

Price -Whelan et al., 2018), SunPy (Barnes et al., 2020), the

THEMIS Data Analysis Software (TDAS) and its extension to

the Space Physics Environment Data Analysis Software (SPEDAS)

and pySPEDAS (Angelopoulos et al., 2019) have been extremely

beneficial to the community. These resources reduce barriers to

data access and provide well developed software that does not rely

on the cost prohibitive licenses of programming languages such as

MATLAB and IDL (see https://heliopython.org/projects/for an

extensive list of Python packages for Heliophysics). In this short

paper we detail theOpen-Source Python package GMAG (Murphy,

2022b). GMAG is a simple package that provides access to over

200 ground-basedmagnetometers frommultiple arrays in a Pandas

DataFrame, a common data format used throughout data analysis

and scientific research. We discuss installation of the package, the

package modules, illustrate several examples, highlight the GMAG

website, and discuss potential future extensions of the package.

2 GMAG

2.1 Python module

The GMAG Python package (Murphy, 2022b) provides access

to just over 200 ground-based magnetometers (Figure 1) that are

part of 12 arrays (Table 1). TheGMAGdirectory and file structure is

based on typical Python packages. The top-level directory is the

GitHub repository GMAG. Within that directory is the Python

package gmag, the docs directory, which contains the GMAG

GitHub Pages website (below), and the notebooks directory

which contains several examples. Figure 2 shows the structure of

the GitHub directory and the GMAG package with short file

descriptions. The main modules are the base gmag module and

the arrays submodule (discussed below). GMAG can be installed

by downloading or cloning the GitHub repository (https://github.

com/kylermurphy/gmag) and using the single line of code pin
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install. from the terminal and within the GMAG directory, this

also installs all GMAG requirements. Once installed the gmagrc_

example should be renamed gmagrc and the variable data_

dir, defining the local directory to download data, should be set by

the user based on their preferences. GMAG is platform and

operating system independent.

The main gmag package provides a set of modules for parsing

the configuration file and loading station data for various ground-

based magnetometers (e.g., geographic, and altitude adjusted

corrected geomagnetic coordinates - AACGM Burrell et al., 2018).

The configuration file defines the local directory for downloading

data, the variable data_dir and the web addresses of the data

servers accessed by GMAG the variables ??_http where ?? is

shorthand for the server. Though GMAG provides access to

eleven ground-based arrays it uses only three data servers, the

CARISMA, IMAGE, and THEMIS data servers. This is

because the THEMIS server provides direct access to

stations from all the magnetometer arrays listed in Table 1,

which also provides redundancy for the CARISMA and

IMAGE arrays. In addition to the configuration routines

the main package contains the utils module, a set of

utility functions for reading in station data, namely the

FIGURE 1
The geographic location of ground-based magnetometers that the GMAG package can download and load data for. The stations are color
coded by their parent array (see legend and Table 1).

TABLE 1 The ground-based magnetometer arrays that can be accessed by the GMAG package.

Array PI/institution GMAG module Secondary module

AUTUMN and AUTUMN X Martin Connors/Athabasca University themis N/A

CANMOS Natural Resources Canada themis N/A

CANOPUS Ian Mann/University of Alberta canopus themis

CARISMA Ian Mann/University of Alberta carisma themis

DTU Anna Willer/Technical University of Denmark themis N/A

GIMA Don Hampton/University of Alaska themis N/A

IMAGE Liisa Juusola/Several image themis

MACCS Mark Engebretson/Augsburg University themis N/A

McMAC Peter Chi/University of California, Los Angeles themis N/A

AAL-PIP Zhonghua Xu/Virginia Tech themis N/A

THEMIS EPO and GBO Christopher Russell/University of California, Los Angeles themis N/A

USGS US Geological Survey themis N/A
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coordinates for each station, and parent magnetometer array.

The AACGM are calculated yearly using the Python packages

igrf12 (Hirsch, 2021) and aacgmv2 (Burrell et al., 2018)

and stored as text files in the format gmag/stations/

????_station_cgm.txt, where ???? is the year, so they

can be rapidly loaded. Note, installation of the igrf12 and

aacgmv2 packages can be difficult; thus, the coordinate text

files are generated using the notebook notebook/

convert_coords.ipynb then saved to text files so to

avoid difficulties of installing igrf12 and aacgmv2.

The arrays subpackage is the bulk of the gmag package and

contains the functionality to list local and remote files, and download,

load, clean, and rotate magnetometer data for the arrays listed in

Table 1. The arrays subpackage is broken-down into four array

specific modules, the carisma, image, themis, and canopus

modules. The code is structured in thisway as data is retrieved for each

module from a different data server in a different file format. The

carisma, canopus, and imagemodules load data in geographic

XYZ coordinates where X is north, Y is east, and Z is vertical. These

data are scrubbed using the clean() routine which replaces bad or

poor quality data with not-a-number. Poor quality data are identified

by flags (CARISMA and CANOPUS) or specific numbers (IMAGE)

in the data files; currently no other cleaning (e.g., removal of spikes) is

performed. These data are then rotated using the stations declination

into local magnetic coordinates HDZ. Here H is the north, D is the

east, and Z is the vertical magnetic field in nT. The declinations are

loaded with gmag.utils.load_station_coor() from the

yearly AACGM files stations/????_station_cgm.txt

described above. The data loaded via the themis module has

undergone extensive processing and is typically returned in local

geomagnetic coordinates HDZ and so no additional processing or

scrubbing is done to data loaded via the themis module. The

canopus module loads CANOPUS data (CARISMA pre 1 April

2005)manually downloaded from the CARISMAwebsite, as an easily

accessible CANOPUS data server is not currently available, and

performs the same data rotation and cleaning as the carisma

module. The carisma, image, and themis modules also have

the utility to download data files. Finally, the carisma, image, and

canopus modules return data in both geographic and local

geomagnetic coordinates (XYZ, HDZ).

For each arraymodule data is loaded using theload() function.

Data files are first searched for locally and then downloaded if no local

files are found. For simplicity all theload() functions have the same

basic parameters and will load observations frommultiple stations for

extended periods. The load() functions return both the

magnetometer data and metadata for the loaded stations in well-

defined Pandas DataFrames (e.g., clear, and descriptive column

names). The download() functions allow users to download

data without loading the data. GMAGs array modules and

functions are summarized in Table 2. The CARISMA module

downloads and loads 1 s resolution data, the IMAGE module

downloads 10 s resolution. The resolution of data loaded by the

THEMIS module varies with magnetometer array. In each case the

returned metadata contains the temporal resolution of each station

loaded. Note the CARISMAmodule does not currently load the 8 Hz

data or the searchcoil data.

It is important to note that there are a multitude of different

data structures in Python, both built in and available via various

packages. Python’s built-in data structures (lists, dictionaries,

tuples, and sets) generally do not offer the utility required for

scientific research and data analysis, e.g., data structure arithmetic

such as adding or multiplying two series/vectors/arrays or matrix

multiplication. Other packages, such as Numpy, Astropy, Sunpy,

SpacePy, and xarray, offer data structures whose utility extends

beyond Python’s built-in data structures and are more appropriate

for research and data analysis. All these packages have their

benefits. GMAG uses Pandas DataFrames as opposed to these

other libraries as a DataFrame is ideal for handling both time-series

and tabular data, further Pandas DataFrames provide built in

functionality to rapidly plot and visualize data. The next section

illustrates a number of use cases for the GMAG library.

2.2 GMAG, examples

The load() function in the carisma, canopus,

image, and themis modules loads data from multiple

magnetometer stations over extended periods. In general,

analysis of short time periods or a small number of stations

can be easily accomplished using the load() functions (e.g.,

case studies). For studies using a larger number of stations

FIGURE 2
Structure of the GMAGGitHub Repository and gmagmodule.
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over extended periods (e.g., storms or statistical studies) data

can first be downloaded using the download() function and

subsequently loaded. The load and download functions use

the station code/abbreviations. These codes can be found in

the master station list (stations/station_list.csv),

loaded via the utils module load_station_coor()

and load_station_geo() routines (see example) or on

the GMAG website (described below).

The Python code below demonstrates how to load data from

each of thearraysmodules (see comments for additional details).

# load CARISMA module

import gmag.arrays.carisma as carisma

# load 2 days of data from the ISLL and PINA

# using ndays to define the time span

df, meta = carisma.load([’ISLL’,’PINA’],’2012-

01-01’,ndays=2)

# using edate to define the end date

df,meta=carisma.load([’ISLL’,’PINA’],’2012-

01-01’,edate=’2012-01-03’)

# load IMAGE module

import gmag.arrays.image as image

# load 21 days of data from the AND station

df, meta = image.load(’AND’,’2012-01-01’,

ndays=21)

# load THEMIS module

import gmag.arrays.themis as themis

# load 22 days of THEMIS data from the KUUJ

station

# force download even if local files exist

df, meta = themis.load(’KUUJ’,sdate=’2012-

01-01’,ndays=22, dl=True, force=True)

#load CANOPUS module

#load a single day of data from the ISLL

station

import gmag.arrays.canopus as canopus

df, meta = canopus.load(’ISLL’,sdate=’2001-

01-01’,ndays=1)

In each case the load() functions return data in a Pandas

DataFrame. The index of the DataFrame is the timestamp and

each column is a component of the magnetic field for each station

loaded, in either geographic coordinates (XYZ), local

geomagnetic coordinates (HDZ), or both. We use the

timestamp as the index as this allows for rapid plotting in

Pandas as well as combining observations with different

cadences into a single DataFrame. The load() function also

returns station metadata. Table 3 and Table 4 show examples of

the data and metadata DataFrames returned by the load

functions.

The Magnetometer data DataFrame can be easily searched,

accessed, and manipulated using a mix of Python’s and Panda’s

indexing and DataFrame methods. DataFrames have the

additional utility of being able to rapidly plot data using

Pandas built in plotting and Matplotlib. The DataFrame can

also be used with other Python packages such as Numpy, to

rapidly produce publication quality plots or analyze the data

using SciPy’s signal processing library or scikit-learn’s machine

learning library. Figure 3 and the following block of code

demonstrate how to rapidly load and plot data using the

themis module during a substorm observed between

0530 and 0630 UT on 9 April 2011.

# import required modules

import numpy as np

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

TABLE 2 List of function available for each of the arrays module. * function part of the THEMIS module.

Functions

list_files()+ Create list of filenames, local and remote directories for loading/downloading

download()+ Download files

load()+ Load data

clean() Replace bad data with not-a-number

rotate() Rotate data from geographic XYZ to local geomagnetic HDZ coordinates

TABLE 3 Example of the returned DataFrame; in this case the carismamodule. In the case of CARISMA data, the flag column identifies ok (.) and bad
(x) data (bad data are replaced with not-a-number).

t (index) ISLL_X ISLL_Y ISLL_Z ISLL_flag ISLL_H ISLL_D

2019-01-04 0:00:00 12098.82 52.05 57679.85 . 12098.80 57.26

2019-01-04 0:00:01 12098.84 52.03 57679.85 . 12098.82 57.25

2019-01-04 0:00:02 12098.84 52.04 57679.83 . 12098.82 57.25
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import gmag.arrays.themis as themis

# define start and end dates for plotting

sdate = ’2011-04-09 05:30:00’

edate = ’2011-04-09 06:30:00’

# load data

th_dat, th_meta = themis.load([’SNKQ’],

sdate,ndays=1)

# plot all data in the DataFrame between

# sdate and edate

th_dat[sdate:edate].plot(ylabel=’nT’,

xlabel=’Time - UT’, figsize=[6,6],

subplots=True)

plt.title(sdate[0:11]+’ Substorm’,y=3.35)

More complex multi-station plots of specific components can

also be rapidly generated with a few lines of code using list

comprehension and chaining together Pandas and Numpy

methods. Two examples are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5

along with the accompanying code.

Figure 4 shows the H component magnetic field (mean

removed) from select CARISMA magnetometers in a multi-

panel plot during a substorm observed on 17 July 2005.

Figure 5 shows a stacked plot of a large amplitude Ultra-low

Frequency (ULF) wave observed along the CARISMA Churchill

line on 5 November 2011.

# Plot multi-panel plot of the H component

# magnetic field for select CARSIMA stations

# import required modules

import gmag.arrays.carisma as carisma

import numpy as np

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

# define start and end date for plotting and

loading

# assume a single day is loaded

sdate = ’2005-07-17 08:00:00’

edate = ’2005-07-17 12:30:00’

# define component to be plotted

comp=’H’

# load data

car_dat,car_meta=carisma.load([’GILL’,

’ISLL’,’PINA’,’RABB’,’FSMI’,’FSIM’,

’MCMU’],sdate)

FIGURE 3
Example of a simple plot produced using Pandas built in plotting
functionality highlighting a substorm observed by the SNKQ ground-
based magnetometer station loaded using the themis module.

TABLE 4 Example metadata returned by the load functions.

Array CARISMA

code ISLL

name Island Lake

latitude 53.86

longitude 265.34

cgm_latitude 63.03

cgm_longitude 335.62

declination −0.02

lshell 4.86

mlt_midnight 6.88

mlt_ut 17.12

year 2019

Time Resolution 1.0

Coordinates Geographic North—X, East—Y, Vertical Down—Z, Geomagnetic North—H, East—D, Vertical Down—Z

PI Ian Mann

Institution University of Alberta
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# find the correct columns of the DataFrame

p_col = [col for col in car_dat.columns if

col[-1] == comp]

# plot the DataFrame between sdate and edate

# plot only p_col columns and subtract the

mean from each column

# before plotting

car_dat[sdate:edate]

[p_col].subtract(car_dat[p_col].mean()).

plot(ylabel=’nT’, xlabel=’Time - UT’,

figsize=[6,10],subplots=True)

plt.title(sdate[0:11]+’ Substorm/

Pseudobreakup’,y=8.25)

# import required modules

import gmag.arrays.carisma as carisma

import numpy as np

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

# define start and end date for plotting

# use start date for loading data

sdate = ’2014-11-05 13:25:00’

edate = ’2014-11-05 14:25:00’

# define component for plotting

comp=’H’

# load data

car_dat, car_meta=carisma.load([’PINA’,

’ISLL’,’GILL’,’FCHU’,’RANK’],sdate)

# find the columns from the loaded DataFrame

that have comp

# in the title, these are the columns that

will be plotted

p_col = [col for col in car_dat.columns if

col[-1] == comp]

# determine the shift to apply to each time

series so that they don’t

# overlap

# the shift is determined using the DataFrame

returned by the describe()

# method which stores the DataFrame stats

including max and min of each column

# only use columns from p_col and values

between the start and end of plotting

# defined by sdate and edate

# the shift in the y direction is defined by 1.5

times the range of the series

y_shift = np.array([(val[’max’]-val

[’min’])/1.5 for col_h,val incar_dat[sdate:

edate][p_col].describe().iteritems()])

# the cumsum() method determines the

cumalitative sum up

# to each index

# the cumsum() ensures timeseries don’t

overlap

y_shift = (y_shift-y_shift.min()).cumsum()

# plot p_col columns of the data frame between

sdate and edate

# subtract the mean from each time series and

apply the y-shit

car_dat[sdate:edate]

[p_col].subtract(car_dat[sdate:edate]

[p_col].mean()-y_shift).plot(ylabel=’nT’,

xlabel=’Time - UT’, figsize=[6,10])

plt.title(sdate[0:11]+’ ULF Wave’)

GMAG also allows extended periods of data to be

downloaded using any of the download() functions. This

allows users to download data without also loading the data into

memory.

FIGURE 4
Amulti-panel plot highlighting a substorm observed by select
CARISMA magnetometer stations. Data was loaded using the
carisma module and plotted using Pandas.
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# download CARISMA

# data from ISLL

import gmag.arrays.carisma as carisma

carisma.download(’ISLL’,’2012-01-01’,

ndays=21)

# download IMAGE data

import gmag.arrays.image as image

image.download(’AND’,’2012-01-01’,

ndays=21)

# force download THEMIS data

import gmag.arrays.themis as themis

themis.download(’KUUJ’,sdate=’2012-01-01’,

ndays=21, force= True)

Finally, the utils module provides two simple routines

load_station_coor() and load_station_geo() for

loading geographic and altitude adjusted corrected

geomagnetic data for magnetometer stations. Both functions

return data in DataFrame and in each case the col and param

keywords can be used to filter a given DataFrame column by the

param variable. Several examples are shown below. These

functions can also be used in conjunction with the load()

functions to load all stations from a particular magnetometer

array.

from gmag import utils

#load geomagnetic data

#load all CARISMA station data for 2002

car_stn =

utils.load_station_coor(param=’CARISMA’,

col=’array’, year=2002)

#load GILL data from 2012

gill_stn =

utils.load_station_coor(param=’GILL’,

col=’code’, year=2012)

#load all data from 2012

all_stn =

utils.load_station_coor(param=’ALL’,

year=2012)

#load station geographic data

#load all CARISMA data

geo_stn =

utils.load_station_geo(param=’CARISMA’,

col=’array’)

#load all stations

all_stn =

utils.load_station_geo(param=’ALL’)

Amore complex example shows how to identify stations in a

particular region of interest and then load data from those

stations. This example can be modified to identify stations

within a range of any combination of coordinates (e.g., L

shell, longitude). Note, the GMAG GitHub repository includes

a notebooks folder with several Jupyter Notebooks showing

examples of the GMAG code, including those here.

import pandas as pd

from gmag import utils

import gmag.arrays.carisma as carisma

import gmag.arrays.image as image

import gmag.arrays.themis as themis

#find all stations between 18-24 MLT

#and L shells 6-8 during an event observed

#on 2018-01-01/04:00:00 UT

date = pd.to_datetime(’2018-01-01/04:00:00’)

mlt_min = 18

mlt_max = 24

l_min = 6

FIGURE 5
Multi-station stacked plot of a ULF wave observed by select
CARISMA magnetometer stations that are a part of the Churchill
line. The plot was generated using Pandas and Numpy.
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l_max = 8

#load all stations for date of interest

all_stn = utils.load_station_coor(param=’*’,

year=date.year)

#calculate MLT of the stations for the date

#MLT at 0 UT is stored in the mlt_ut column

#mlt is then mlt at 0 UT plus current UT hour

all_stn[’mlt’] = (all_stn[’mlt_ut’]+date

.hour) % 24

#create masks for the mlt and lshell regions

mlt_mask = (all_stn[’mlt’] >= mlt_min) &

(all_stn[’mlt’] <= mlt_max)

l_mask = (all_stn[’lshell’] >= l_min) &

(all_stn[’lshell’] <= l_max)

#create masks for the arrays

car_mask = all_stn[’array’] == ’CARISMA’

img_mask = all_stn[’array’] == ’IMAGE’

#identify stations from each array

car_stn = all_stn[car_mask & mlt_mask &

l_mask]

img_stn = all_stn[img_mask & mlt_mask &

l_mask]

# ~ is bitwise negation, not image or carisma

(1 if 0, 0 if 1)

thm_stn = all_stn[~img_mask & ~car_mask &

mlt_mask & l_mask]

#create an empty DataFrames

mag_meta = pd.DataFrame()

mag_data = pd.DataFrame()

#loop through stations and load data

for stn in [car_stn, img_stn, thm_stn]:

#skip if no stations were identified

if stn.shape[0] == 0:

continue

elif stn[’array’].iloc[0] == ’CARISMA’:

l_dat, l_meta = carisma.load(car_stn

[’code’],date,ndays=1,drop_flag=True)

elif stn[’array’].iloc[0] == ’IMAGE’:

l_dat, l_meta = image.load(img_stn

[’code’],date,ndays=1,drop_flag=True)

else:

l_dat, l_meta = themis.load(thm_stn

[’code’],date,ndays=1)

# add loaded data to

mag_data =

mag_data.join(l_dat,how=’outer’)

mag_meta = pd.concat([mag_meta,l_meta],

axis=0, sort=False, ignore_index=True)

2.3 GMAG website

The GMAG website is located at https://kylermurphy.

github.io/gmag/. The website provides simple and up to

date documentation for the GMAG package as well as

quick access to array and magnetometer station

information. The array page includes a list of

magnetometer arrays that can be accessed by GMAG, links

to webpages and data access, as well as the acknowledgements

and a link to the Terms and Conditions of Use (if available).

The stations page includes a map of all stations, a table of the

station’s geographic coordinates, and links to tables of the

station’s AACGM coordinates. The tables are searchable

allowing researchers to rapidly find information on each

magnetometer array and their stations (e.g., L-shells).

Finally, the examples page includes various usage examples

for the package.

3 Conclusion and future possibilities

Ground-based magnetometers are a corner stone of

heliophysics research. Compared to flight hardware, ground-

based magnetometers are less cost-prohibitive, and are easier to

deploy and maintain. This allows extensive networks of ground-

based magnetometers to be deployed to study the global spatial-

temporal dynamics of ULF waves (Mann et al., 2002), ionospheric

and magnetospheric current systems (Weygand et al., 2011),

substorms (Murphy et al., 2009), storms (Rae et al., 2019),

radiation belt dynamics (Ozeke et al., 2017), or magnetosphere

plasma distributions (Chi et al., 2005). Generally, these networks

are deployed by individual PIs and research groups from various

research institutions and Universities across the world. This allows

for many stations to be deployed around the globe; however, this

also generally means that no common ground-based

magnetometer framework exists, for example, data format,

cadence, access point and method, that allows researchers to

easily and rapidly access high-resolution near real-time data.

Recent work has begun unifying ground-based

magnetometer data, providing a common data format, access

point, and software to access the data. The recently updated

PySPEDAS Python package now includes access to ground-based

magnetometer data from the THEMIS data server via PyTplot

(the Python counterpart to SPEDAS’s IDL tplot routine)

(Angelopoulos et al., 2019). The SuperMAG program provides

ground-based magnetometer data from several magnetometer

arrays in a common data format (Gjerlov, 2012); however, at the

time of this writing, access to high cadence data via a simplified

Python package is limited. Further, SuperMAG receives high

resolution data on delayed schedule. Both the PySPEDAS and

SuperMAG Python packages were developed along similar

timelines as GMAG and the three packages offer similar,
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albeit slightly different functionality; for example, the underlying

data structures utilized. Nevertheless, the GMAG Python

package described here has ample utility. GMAG returns data

in a common data format, the Pandas DataFrame which allows

for rapid plotting using Pandas and Matplotlib, and analysis via

Pandas, Numpy, Scipy, Scikit-learn, and a host of other Python

libraries. Further, GMAG provides the utility to download

CARISMA and IMAGE magnetometer data from the source;

this provides researchers with a more extensive dataset at higher

cadence then those currently provided by PySPEDAS, and

SuperMAG. This is especially useful for researchers who may

want to use near real-time ground-based magnetometer data for

space weather forecasting and mitigation or those looking to

study a more recent geomagnetic event not available in the

SuperMAG or PySPEDAS datasets.

GMAG was developed in parallel with ongoing research to

provide rapid access to an extensive set of ground-based

magnetometers. As such it is a relatively simple module for

accessing data which can be used in conjunction with other

code and packages for more sophisticated analysis. While

GMAG’s core functionality is achieved in its current

incarnation there are several future developments that

would enhance the package. This includes, for example:

• A wrapper routine for the magnetometer array load

modules that would allow users to load data from any

magnetometer regardless of which array the station was a

part of.

• A set of formal documentation (e.g., Read the Docs, https://

readthedocs.org/).

• Addition of other data sets and magnetometer arrays such

as, SuperMAG, INTERMAGNET, MagIE (the

Magnetometer Network of Ireland), SAMBA (South

American Meridional B-Field Array), the 8 Hz

CARISMA data, the searchcoil CARISMA data.

• Routines to analyse ground-based magnetometer data such

as ULF wave power for use in radiation belt models (e.g.,

Ozeke et al., 2015), substorm onset timing and signal

propagation (e.g., Murphy et al., 2009), and inference of

plasma density using the cross-phase technique (e.g. Chi

et al., 2005).

• Maintenance and updates as more stations and

magnetometer arrays become available.

With regard to future developments, it is important to

note GMAG is an Open-Source package and we encourage

members of the community to not only utilize the package but

submit issues, suggest new functionality, and include their

improvements in the base package using the typical GitHub

collaborative development model of forking the repository

and generating a pull request.

In summary, GMAG provides a set of simple yet robust

routines to download, load, and clean data from over

200 ground-based magnetometers a part of 12 arrays. This

enables researchers to rapidly access high fidelity data,

providing a basis for studying the system science of the solar

wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere system from the unique

vantage point of ground-based magnetometers.
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